Environmental Safety Check(ESC)
Top level chart for ESC by company, to be
repeated for each ingredient

Start the ESC check for each of the
ingredients in the formulation

No need to
check ingredient
0. does ingredient
Exceed concentration
threshold?

3. Wish to refine the
ESC with company’s higher
tier risk assessment?

NO

NO

5. Ingredient does
NOT YET get a CLEAR
result in the ESC

YES

YES

Stage 1

Stage 2
4. Perform STAGE 2
assessment. Does ingredient
get a CLEAR result?

1. Is the ingredient incl.
in the ESC tool database?
NO

NO
NO
8. Enquire whether
AISE would work to refine tool
for this ingredient?

YES

YES

YES
6. Notify AISE and willing
To share data*?

2. Perform STAGE 1
assessment. Does ingredient
get a CLEAR result?
NO

YES
YES

10. Ingredient gets a CLEAR
result in the ESC

YES

7. AISE ratifies
data used to get a CLEAR
result on this
ingredient

NO

NO
9. AISE may work on
adding or refining of tool for
this ingredient
NO
YES
AISE to work
on adding or refining
of tool for ingredient**

NO
END for ingredient,
Check next ingredient

End: a product passes if
all ingredients get a CLEAR
result In the ESC

* share data only for non-proprietary ingredients
** AISE work could lead to new/refined entry in tool

11.STOP ingredient
does NOT get a CLEAR
Result in the ESC

The Environmental Safety Check (ESC)
STAGE 2 assessment in ESC

Start STAGE 2 assessment for:
-Ingredients not in ESC database
-Refinement of ESC via company
higher tier risk assessment

New ingredient assessment similar to Stage 1

4.1. Is ingredient included
in the ESC tool database?

4.5.Perform own risk
assessment via tool as in
STAGE 1 according rules

NO

YES

Higher tier assessment
4.2.Perform Company higher
tier risk Assessment in house
or via appointed expert

YES

4.7.Wish to do/refine the
ESC with company’s higher
tier risk assessment?

NO

4.3.Company higher
tier risk assessment proves
ingredient gets a
CLEAR result
YES

Feeds into block 6
(previous graph)

NO

Feeds into block 5
(previous graph)

NO

4.6.Assessment proves
ingredient gets a CLEAR
result

YES

